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	Need to extract data from a text file or a

	web page? Or do you want to make your

	application more flexible with user-defined

	commands or search strings? Do

	regular expressions and lex/yacc make

	your eyes blur and your brain hurt?

	Pyparsing could be the solution. Pyparsing

	is a pure-Python class library that

	makes it easy to build recursive-descent

	parsers quickly. There is no need to

	handcraft your own parsing state machine.

	With pyparsing, you can quickly

	create HTML page scrapers, logfile data

	extractors, or complex data structure or

	command processors. This Short Cut

	shows you how!
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Radical Simplicity: Transforming Computers Into Me-centric AppliancesPrentice Hall, 2003
Imagine computers you can delegate to... computers that tell you things you want to know about ... adapt to your needs and preferences without being told ... work together on your behalf ... and respond to your voice, language, and gestures. It's all coming, sooner than you think -- and when it does, today's computers will be...
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Linux Command Line and Shell Scripting BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Learn all the command lines for all Linux shells in this one-stop guide
    There's a lot to be said for going back to basics. Not only does this Bible give you a quick refresher on the structure of open-source Linux software, it also shows you how to bypass the hefty graphical user interface on Linux systems and start...
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OCA: Oracle Certified Associate Java SE 8 Programmer I Study Guide: Exam 1Z0-808Sybex, 2014

	Full coverage of functional programming and all OCA Java Programmer exam objectives


	OCA, Oracle Certified Associate Java SE 8 Programmer I Study Guide, Exam 1Z0-808 is a comprehensive study guide for those taking the Oracle Certified Associate Java SE 8 Programmer I exam (1Z0-808). With complete coverage of 100% of...
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Microarrays in Clinical Diagnostics (Methods in Molecular Medicine)Humana Press, 2005


	Within the last decade, microarray technology has evolved from an emerging

	technology developed and used by a few laboratories into a well-established

	technology used in laboratories all over the world. In fact, the need to

	characterize genetic alterations is one of the highest priorities for the future of

	medicine and the...
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Cost Optimization of Structures: Fuzzy Logic, Genetic Algorithms, and Parallel ComputingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
While the weight of a structure constitutes a significant part of the cost, a minimum weight design is not necessarily the minimum cost design. Little attention in structural optimization has been paid to the cost optimization problem, particularly of realistic three-dimensional structures. Cost optimization is becoming a priority in all civil...
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Foundations for Efficient Web Service Selection (Advances in Database Systems)Springer, 2009
Foundations for Efficient Web Service Selection describes the foundational framework for efficient Web service selection. It lays out a theoretical underpinning for the design of models and algorithms for searching and optimizing access to Web services.
Excerpts from Prof. Fabio Casati’s foreword:

This excellent book looks at the...
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